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Q: What is Prevail NOW?
A: Prevail NOW is a two-year faith journey where we are asking every person who calls
JCC their home to engage with the vision of reaching more people with the hope of
Jesus. Vision has implications for how we spend our money, but Prevail NOW is first a
spiritual process of seeking God's will for our church.
Q: Why are we doing Prevail NOW?
A: Our church has been growing. We have more than doubled in size in the last 3 years.
To prepare for our future, we feel a need to position ourselves for greater gospel impact.
We have added Journey Kids to our 10:30 service. We are being more intentional about
seating and balancing our two services. At some point, we may need to add a 3rd service.
Prevail NOW is going to prepare us to reach more people and continue to multiply
ourselves in other communities through future church planting.
Q: What is the goal of Prevail NOW?
A: The ultimate goal of Prevail NOW is not financial. It is that we, as followers of Jesus,
learn to trust Him in deeper ways and increase our faith. While increasing our faith,
Prevail NOW will focus on ministry expansion and raising funds to cover:
Two years of our operating budget (2023 and 2024)
Reduction and hopefully elimination of our current mortgage
Adding future staff and increase existing staff to comparable levels
Missional projects such as our future Wrightstown campus
Sound treatment for our auditorium and lobby areas
Q: What is the financial goal of Prevail NOW?
A: In order to accomplish ministry expansion while continuing our current kingdom
impact, a financial goal has been set. The goal over the next two years is $2,019,948. Here’s
how it breaks down:
2 Year Operating Budget: $1,077,105.38
Debt Elimination: $831,697.24 (subject to congregational approval at Oct. 30 Annual Meeting)
Ministry Expansion: $111,146
Total:
$2,019,948
*Any funds raised above our goal will go to Prevail Next

Q: Why are we working with a consultant with this campaign?
A: We are working with Converge Great Lakes (CGL) President Ken Nabi, who has led
numerous expansion campaigns. Consultants with experience tend to have the greatest
results and best practices for churches. Working with Ken and CGL, all the money goes
directly to help plant more churches in CGL (Ken does not charge a personal fee for his
services). As we plant a campus in Wrightstown or another location, we can essentially
apply for a grant with CGL and receive funds back!
Q: Will the monies pledged to the campaign be used for anything other than the
proposed plans?
A: All funds raised for Prevail NOW will be used within the scope and purpose of the
initiative. Funds raised above our goal will go toward Prevail Next (phase two of our
initiative). Although a vision can be fluid, we will honor the intent of the funds committed.
Q: Will the monies pledged to the campaign be kept separate from my other offerings?
A: No. Everything will go into one fund.
Q: How has our giving been?
A: Our giving has been great! Thanks to your generosity we have met or exceeded our
monthly budget for over two straight years. Currently our monthly giving average is
$37,408.97. If we use this example and multiply that by 24 months, current projected
giving is $897,815.31. This covers most of the projected two year budget (and funds the
entire fixed portion). We are asking the entire congregation to prayerfully engage with
the Prevail NOW campaign.
Q: How will the pledges work for Prevail NOW?
A: We will simply be asking people to pray about this one central question, “God, what
part do you want me to play in the accomplishment of this vision in my church?” We will
launch on Sunday, October 9 and wrap up with people turning in their commitment cards
on Sunday, November 6. We will not be pressuring people toward giving, just talking
about our vision, faith, and generosity. We will encourage you to pray and seek God on
this. Your pledge will be kept in confidence to only a small number of people on the
Prevail NOW team. We will never use shame or guilt to motivate people to give.

Q: When do we plan on launching the Wrightstown location?
A: We are not driven by an exact timeline. We feel the following 3 benchmarks are
important signs of our health and readiness:
The Leadership is in place (Church Planter, Children’s Leader, Worship Leader, Guest
Services, etc).
The Launch Team of 30-50 people have been adequately trained, and ready to engage
in the community.
Finances are raised for staff, start up and operational costs.
Q: Why are we considering a food truck in the future?
A: In Prevail Next (our follow-up initiative), our plan is to build a multi-purpose barn with a
cafe that employs people with special needs and establishes partnerships in our
community. The food truck is meant to be a bridge to start serving others in a smaller way
as we prepare for the future. A food truck is also an excellent way to serve the poor, go
mobile, and hand out food to those in need. Prior to purchasing a potential food truck a
detailed business and operating plan will be developed. During our exploration, if it is
determined that a food truck is not feasible, all funds allocated toward this will go toward
future local mission projects.
Q: Are we funding the Operating Budget before the other initiatives? How is the
church allocating the funds that are coming in?
A: Our first priority is to fund the operating budget. Each month, as funds arrive we will
first fund our Fixed expenses (staffing, utilities, and supporting our ministries), and then
our Non-Fixed expenses (items that would make our ministries even stronger). After that
we will see what is remaining and we will divide up those funds by percentages. Currently
our Servant Management Team (Deacon Board), and our Elders are determining exact
percentages, with the higher amount going towards debt reduction, and the remaining
to other missions and special projects.
Q: What Values are Leading this Initiative – why are we doing this now?
A: We are in this together: One mission, one vision, one fund. God has positioned Journey
Community Church—like never before—to make a difference in our community and our
world, but only if we move forward as one. We are better together.
It’s not about us and it’s not for us. We could tell you that this initiative has something
that will grab everyone’s heart – and it does – but that would miss the point. This initiative
is not about us and it’s not for us. It’s for those who have not yet come to Journey, those
who do not yet know Jesus, and for the generations that follow. It’s for the tens of
thousands of people in our community who’ve given up on church but not on God.

Q: What’s with the One Fund? What if I only want to contribute to the building or to a
specific ministry?
A: During this period, every contribution to Journey will go toward the Prevail NOW One
Fund. Every aspect of the ministry God is calling us toward will be funded through this
one fund. There will not be separate funds. Therefore, every contribution and every
weekend becomes an opportunity to celebrate and contribute toward what God is doing
in and through Journey as we give for our church, our community, and our world.
Q: I have additional questions, where do I go to get answers?
A: We welcome any and all questions and if we don’t have the answer, we’ll do everything
we can to find it.
Talk to either Pastor Mark or Pastor Chaz, any member of the Prevail NOW Team – Scott
Pecore, Beth Rodewald, Brian Janssen, KC Garania, Angie Pecore, Christina Thompson,
Cindy LeClair. Elders Gregg Plinska and Joe Grier.
You can also email communications@journeydepere.com and we’ll answer it there.

